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As this debate opens, the economic picture is, in many respects, markedly 

Kore favourable than that which served as a background to the discussions of the 

Economic and Social Council in July of this year. The chief reason for optimism 

is, at this rr.oment, the rate of the American recovery. So far, the impetus has 

come chiefly from the public sector, through a budgetary deficit the size of which 

seems to be due at least as much to the incidence of independent factors, as to 

the effects of an intentional anti-cyclical policy. Various steps taken by the 

banks and by the Government to facilitate construction have also helped a great 

deal to sustain the upturn in production. The surplus capacity in industry, 

however, is still large, and even if the present rate of progress persists, no 

doubt some time will have to elapse before the utilization of productive potential 

reaches a normal level again. It would therefore be unwise to say ~ow that we 

are on the eve of a new boom, based on the expansion of fixed capital investment. 

He can only note that expenditure in this category ceased to decline during the 

thL·d quarter of this year and that a slight increase is forecast for the fourth 

quarter. The outlook arr.ong businessmen is once more optimistic. One of the 

factors colouring the iffiffiediate prospect is the lag which has occurred between 

the industrial recovery, which became obvious by the end of the first quarter 
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of 1958, and the improvement in the employment situation which only began to 

make itself felt during the rr.onth of September. In point of fact, before the 

number of unemployed can be reduced to the pre-recession level, the volume 

of production will have to increase sufficiently to reabsorb the unemployment 

due to the development of the situation, absorb the annual increase in the 

labour force, and offset the effect of the technical progress and improve~ent 

of productivity per man hour which have accompanied the economic recovery. In 

order to attain these objectives, it will be necessary within the next twelve 

months to find new jobs for more than two million workers. 

Western Europe in its turn is going through an economic slowdown: the 

index of industrial production has dropped slightly since the end of the first 

quarter. This weakening affects the coal, steel and building industries 

particularly, and in the engineering sector, the backlog of orders for capital 

goods has declined steadily. As in the United States, industrial capacity has 

developed rr.ore rapidly than output and the volume of private fixed capital 

investment has ceased to grow. At the same time, housing construction is 

suffering from credit restrictions and from cuts in the public housing and 

housing assistance programmes. A certain amount of unemployment has appeared 

almost everywhere and average working hours have been reduced. Although certain 

restrictive measures adopted during the boom have recently been abolished or 

made ~ore flexible, there has not as yet been any sign of a reversal of the 

trend. It is not easy to make an exact diagnosis, but it would appear that 

this recessionary phase in Western Europe is due more to internal than to 

external factors and was not determined nor even directly influenced by 

developments in the United States. Exports to North America have been maintained 

in a remarkable fashion and so, until a very recent date, have sales to countries 

producing primary co~odities, despite the decline in the rates for most of 

these products. If this analysis is correct, the events of this year will have 

confirmed the lessons which could be learned from the 1953-1954 recession, 

namely that a downturn, even a relatively sharp downturn, in the United States, 

provided it is brief, need not have such serious effects on the balance of 

payments of other industrial countries as was once feared. Cn the contrary, 
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American imports frcm Europe stayed firm, while there was a sharp decline in 

exports, owing partly to a return to normal conditions after the Suez crisis 

and partly to a decline in economic activity in other parts of the world. In 

reality, the United States economy, far from having exported a deflationary 

spiral to other industrial countries, would appear rather to have suffered 

itself frcm external forces. 

In the centrally planned economies, the expansionist situation has continue~. 

Industrial production in 1958 advanced at a rate of increase of over 10 per cent. 

The expansion was facilitated by improved supplies of raw materials and fuel, 

of toth national and foreign origin; the improvement in the productivity of 

labour also contributed a great deal. In several countries, the Soviet Union 

constituting a noteworthy exception, the rate of increase of production was 

higher in light industry and the food trades than the average for industry as 

a whcle LP"artly owing to the good harvests of 19517· 
According to the available preliminary information, agricultural production 

for 1958 did not, in general, reach the level of 1957, except in the Soviet Union 

where, after a mediocre harvest last year, the results for this year would seem 

to equal the record figures of 1956. Trade between the centrally-planned 

economies and the rest of the world also continued to rise during 1958, although 

at an apparently slower rate than twelve months earlier. The expansion took 

place largely in trade witp the under-developed countries, which was financed 

partly by Gover~ent loans. 

Clearly, the situation remained the least satisfactory in the countries 

whose economy is based chiefly on the production of primary commodities. The 

American recovery has not yet been marked enough to bring about a rise in 

corrRodity prices. These, for the most part, continued to decline during the 

second quarter of this year and even, though to a lesser extent, during the 

third quarter. Where they did shovr a certain firmness, it appeared to be due 

either to poor harvests, as in the case of rice or cocoa, or to an adjustment 

on the supply side, as in the case of copper, rather than to any strengthening 

of demand. 

It may well be that we shall have to wait a while yet before the recovery 

spreads to the corrmodity sector, on the one ha4d because of the downturn in 
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Europe, and on the other because of the surplus capacity which, in tllis sector 

also, has resulted from the previous period of expansion. Moreover, the short

term factors superimpose themselves here, in the case of certain products at 

least, on the long-term trends, which -were themselves encouraged by the rise 

in prices, and which are expressed both in the development of synthetic products 

and in the reduction, owing to technical advances, in the raw material content 

of manufactured goods. The statistical data available indicate that during the 

first half of 1958, exports from the under-developed countries showed a decline 

of 7 to 8 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of the previous year. 

Since the price of manufactured goods has continued to rise, the deterioration in 

the terms of trade amounts to about 9 per cent. The drop in real income which 

results from this is therefore sever~ and the losses in foreign currency are 

even more serious. These losses seriously affect capacity to import. For the 

under-developed countries as a whole, they may be calculated to be approximately 

2,coo million or 2,500 million dollars, while very often imports of non-

essential goods had already been drastically reduced. This new pressure on 

the balance of payments can only create disorder and confusion in carrying out 

development plans. 

One of the most remarkable aspects of recent cyclical movements in Europe 

as well as in the United States is the coexistence of opposite trends. In 

both areas, high prices have been maintained despite inadequate effective demand, 

and the effects of deflationary forces and inflationary factors could be observed 

simultaneously. This phenomenon, which is studied in detail in the World Economic 

Survey published this year, makes the choice of an economic policy singularly 

complicated. In point of fact, C{)vernments are hesitating to adopt a line of 

conduct and even more to keep to one. In Europe, they want to fight the decline, 

in the United States to encourage the recovery, but both fear, by so doing, 

to add to those factors which. push prices upwards and thus tip the balance of 

forces over towards inflation. It is significant that in the United States, 

very shortly after the reversal of the trend was noted, the monetary authorities 

found it necessary to raise the discount rate. To the hesitation resulting 

from the coexistence of opposite forces is added the uncertainty due to the 

absence of certain information which, in complex economies, is necessary in order 
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to form a diagnosis. Thus, recent events remind us that much still remains tc 

be done if cyclical rr:overr:ents are to be mastered rr:ore effectively. It 1-ras 

considerations o:~ this kind that prompted ,the Econorni·'3 and Social Council, at 

the proposal of the rv:exican delegation, to ask for rr:ore frecLuer:.t repurts or:. 

the deYelopment of the situation and the short-term prospects 1 as 1-rell as ar: 

examiEation of the gaps in the net1mrk of economic reports and of the 

ren:edies. 

Mr. Chairman, even if one ·Here to realize the full scope of the difficultier:.; 

once again confronting the under-developed countries as a result of cyclical 

rr:overnents, one could not fail to find a number of encouraging signs, especi 

in comparison vli th earlier :reriods, in the resistance of the international systeu 

during the recent recession, lvhich 1ras nevertheless the :·.'ost eritical exper:Lenced 

since the l·iar. Apart from some particularly glaring examples, Governrr.ents on 

the ~<Thole had not sought refuge in excessive protectj_onism or in currency 

rr:anipulations. Arr:ong the creditor nations there has teen an encouraging trencl 

to utilize thei~ balance of payment surpluses to assist others. Above all, 

instead of trying to 11 export their problems n, Governments have sh'Jvm a readiness 

to consider the imDlications of cheir don:estic policies on the international 

community. 

Possibly because the n:ore persistent defects in world economy becorr:e 

more apparent in times of recession; international economic problems have seldom 

been subjected to such an intensive and critical examination. Suffice it to 

recall the vlide range of questions debated at the I(ontreal Conference; the 

annual Assembly of the V.onetary Fund and the International Bank as well as the 

GA~T discussions at which the main aspects of trade policy were revie~-red on the 

basis of a report prepared by experts. It -v;ns also, I believe, tc a general 

examination of conscience that Mr. Foster D"lles, the Secretary of State of 

the United States, invited the Assembly in hj_s statement during the general 

debate. Few exercises could be rr.ore salutary. Over and above econcmic 

vicissitudes) traditional national attitudes have to be constantly re-ex2mined 

in the light of changing conditions. That is undoubtedly true for all cour:.tri.es, 

but particularly so in the case of those VJhose complex and evolved econcmic 

system give them an adaptability that less complex economic systems lack. 
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Payment difficulties, although less serious than migpt have been feared, 

have been occasioned or aggravated by recessionist trends. The weaknesses 

deriving from the level and distribution of exchange reserves have this year 

helped to lend special importance to international liquidity. This problem is, 

of course, comreon to many industrialized countries as well as to the. under

developed countries, but it is more acute and pressing for the latter. To assess 

its dimensions, it is not enough to make a comparison with earlier periods; one 

must keep in mind the extent of the fluctuations that recently affected payments 

balances. It is also necessary to take into account certain factors peculiar to 

the present situation. Fluctuations in world prices have, in fact, for a number 

of years continued to have a corrosive effect on the foreign exchange supplies 

that might have been accumulated during more favourable periods. Many countries 

today have to save up sufficient currency reserves not only to finance an 

increasing volume of foreign trade, but also to co~pensate for the decline in 

the purchasing power of existing currency supplies. Furthermore, when payment 

difficulties occur, it is far more difficult than at other times to make the 

necessary adjustments by means of immediate restrictive measures. The imports 

of the under-developed countries nowadays include a higher proportion of equipment 

goods required for large-scale development plans spread over a number of years, 

the execution of which cannot be abruptly suspended or even seriously delayed 

without causing serious losses. The International ~onetary Fund bas done much 

in latter years to help Governments overcome temporary difficulties arising 

out of a disequilibrium in the balance of payments, but by doing so the Fund 

has had to commit a large part of its own resources, so that if a further 

crisis should occur, its ability to meet it would now be limited. Thus the 

decision taken during the New relhi pession to increase the resources of the 

~onetary Fund is particularly timely. 

Greater international liquidity will not suffice to re~ove the chronic 

problems resulting from the instability of commodity income. Even the favourable 

situation in the industrial countries cannot guarantee stable comrrodity prices, 

not only on account of the long-term trends to which I have just referred, but 

also because sharp fluctuations in comrrodity prices are today perfectly compatible 

with a comparatively staple level of general economic activity in economies which 

have become most complex. 
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Much thought and effort has been devoted since the war to the consideration 

of this problem without however making any decisive progress. During the coming 

months, most of the previously concluded stabilization agreements will probably 

be renewed and, in some cases, strengthened; others concerning non-ferrous metals 

may be studied. But the scope of such a course of action is fairly narrow. 

Furthermore, the existence of inter-governmental arrangements permits the existence 

of considerable anomalies in national ~olicies and should not, presumably, prevent 

each Government from considering at any time to what extent those anomalies may 

be adjusted in the interests of international economy. The f'ield of government 

measures which affect commodities is very wide and diversified today. It covers 

the customs system, the tax system, subsidizing programmes and sometimes even 

social policies. 

By re-establishing the Commission on International Commodity Trade, the 

Economic and Social Council clearly indicated that it wished to set up a centre 

where commodity problems could be given continuous and detailed study and where 

the various forms of governmental and inter-governmental action could be discussed. 

We should realize that there are certain inherent risks in the production 

and trade of commodities, and that that is a fundamental factor which conditions 

the sco~e and scaling of development plans in a number of countries. I"Te must 

also acknowledge that there is a whole series of measures which the under

developed countries themselves can take and have, in fact, often taken to 

alleviate the effects of unstable prices. 

That is a field in which forms of internationpl co-operation should 

constantly be evaluated and, if possible, improved. The report of the GATT 

experts, to which I have just referred, also gives a clear idea of the 

consequences of agricultural protection systems. It is true that judicious 

and enlightened action has in many cases made it possible to turn the existence 

of surplus food, caused by the agricultural protection policy, to the advantage 

of the poorer countries. But this fact should not prevent the problem from 

being viewed in its entirety. The GATT re~ort clearly shows that some slight 

changes in the policy of certain developed countries could have far-reaching 

effects on the export income of a number of under-developed countries. 

Agricultural protection is perhaps the most 11untouchable 11 aspect of economic 
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~ 1:: -:/ ::m'-1 1t if:. sr "-''-~io.LLf encouraging to note tllst the countries principally 

ccocccrTJc.~:. l.tc:ve ';.tr-eed tc lco::_d :i_rrtenJatic·naL cunsult.ations on the ~ubj ect. 

lfu~rever ~eeply ncted trade fOllcies o.re in the political, social and 

c,_,:,_t:x;:·a~ nt c:~c·t:t].c:e::: of rr:any countries, L; c-reaclTLng changes are none the less 

; ;: ,_nUI''lf:f;s •r undergoing stlldy. One of the rc.cre cllaracteristic features of 

t~ll.C:: ~:li.l'L'er<~ :·r:;r:i.od is 3. desire to bring about ;:·egional c.u·rangements. In this 

:. \~~;pcct J •:d:.:~.IC. L:. lea-.~e ur:,lK:c".tior.:.t:;c1 the efforts Eiad-:: oy ECLA to establish a 

oL;c-•: n:,, t·"'et .in la1~ in Ar;:c:ri ca. This idea) '.Thi c:h L·J.s long been latent but 

.i nten: ,,-;_; n~ tl~i.:' i·1.:.stcn:y and geogra1~hy of the area, is beginning to take shape. 

:.u··y );TO,ject -· a forerunner so to SfE:ak - bas been made to comprise 

.L'i.-. e Cent r.·e .. l ,,;r-er-.:.can Hc:;r•tchlics, whiGh have recentl7 drmvn up und signed ti>"O 

Il:.ff'ci . .-,r.~; <,c,_:~J.tLCnts pe·~·taining to the eet.ablisbment of a free trade zone. 

j ,,t,, Yu:s vlhicL >-~:Jve recently recei YC:~d gr:-=:at encouragement have been 

.:;-- o:te·' \.;} LL o. '.'l.ew to covering a much wider grcup, to include all the Republics 

•)f < .. at:: E .t:•lLE'ri 1~<:'.. 11be WiSL for a :::·egional market fits naturally into the process 

c~: dE::velcr::rer_t c.~ V·1e co>::.ticent.. It now has found_ its fundamental justification 

:.::.c~ :· ~;+ruJJf:. i ·cpetu.s j.L tt.e derrcanus of industriulization -vrbich, in Latin America, 

.:l~;S C}l/'C l:'dS:::e.I i._ • .:;yvcd. the stage uf the rel.:-J.ti vely simple production of a small 

.:t~,:;be_:: of ,, :.•:·2~:nn.er •-scads, a,1d reached tbat of complex industries requiring 

:i ltte:coi vo 1x;~:i} ization of capital ard a high rate of j_nvestment. Such industries 

.. :s:.:~. nE::i.T·~1er h: e:stablishecl nor S'Jrvive unless they have available to them an 

J.,"e( kJe :Lc':·>·e·t, 1-ntL !'ewer cuf;t::m;s bo.r:ch-';rs ar:.d. a considerable flexibility 

, .: tL•::; i:'· \ · (-Jli.f s:~uh::m. It 1r.ey be that "the action u;~.derta~.;;:en to abolish the 

~~LL·vi ... into cc:np.trt;-y;er.to .'~n:l -:-.o n=r::e.zly the situation created by ivide divergencies 

L1 c J:::t;Ats ·t.arif.fs 'cmd e:-::chenge e.y->tcc:;: 11ill require an instrwnent establishing 

:KJee ,;r::-'jerenU:oL system un:lc:·:c the r;:<elter of which the twenty diverse nations 

Lr:Cl~/ 'l.' .. )f!:.':P -;;,:iY21y :.·ree the:Lr r:.:xehcnr,eG ar:.d. rationalize the:Lr payments system •. 

Ii' t;):·J.t. _;_; •. : .. 5 tbe 1x·s~:j. 1 J~ : .. ty tchccu.d be :-:onsidered. without too much doe:matism. 

Tt '\v'r)L~-'-- :_.. neces~Jur:U.y ~e s-:..1ct1 as tc cle2_ay or obstruct progress towards a 

.wre ':.:::::ver:::uLLy api_Jlicable system uf trade and pa;]ments. In the light of 

expcri(::Ece in Europe in the last ten years, in payments as in trade, opinion has 

:::cme to cLdrnit rrc·re ar.cd n:ore that the ideal of a vrorld order can be sought through 

;J. se:r:Les of partial j_nsti tutional arrangements, even v1hen they seem, for the tirr:e 
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being, to run counter to the principle of universality. It is essential that such 

arrangements should be neither conceived nor developed in isolation, but that 

they should continually be compared with the principles and procedures which 

vorld institutions are trying to put into execution, and that they should be 

judged not by rigid law but by a rule of reason and good sense. The decision to 

submit the plan for a latin Arr:erican conm::on market for examination by GATT is 

therefore vvise, specially as the n:ost enlightened partisans of the European 

Comrr:on Market admit that intervention by GA'IT is in the end in the interests of 

a project the full execution of which would have such a considerable effect on the 

vrorld economic situation as a whole. 

That an effort to achieve inter-governmental co-operation, in the form of 

a scheme for a regional latin Areerican market, stould have emerged under the 

auspices of the United Nations is a.n event of "\vhi.ch the significance cannot be 

lost on us, particularly on the eve of the first session of the Economic Corrlnission 

for Africa. It would be vain to drmv parallels and to pretend that solutions 

valid in certain cases can be reproduced in different circumstances. But one 

cannot avoid noticing that Africa also: as a result of the historic processes 

nmr shaping its destiny, may emerge from the emancipation phase as a group of 

separate political units, which may not be the rr:ost favourable condition for 

the rational development of each one. It is accordingly important that an 

instrument should be created at once to facilitate the execution of programnes 

of concerted action and act as a centre vvhere economic policies can be compared 

and brought into har:rmny 1vi th each other. 

However important and desirable regional arrangements may be, they must be 

placed in their proper perspective, as a whole, :Lf their part in the development 

process is to be appraised correctly. A cormwn marl~et or a free exchange zone 

in an under-developed area may give valuable assistance in overcoming the 

weaknesses of limited national markets; but it is not an alternative to the 

development of experts on the world market. Rather, the regional integration 

should be considered as a means of strengthening the position of a given production 

zone in relation to the world market. 

In rrDst of the under-developed countries foreign currency revenues will 

continue to be the principal dynamic factor for their development, the strategic 
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area where the success or failure of develop~ent plans is decided. Because the 

interplay of export trade and the spontaneous ~ovements of capital have sc often 

proved inadequate or too unstable to ensure a cumulative pr()cess of growth, 

prograrr@es of financial apsistance have become indispensable. Such prograrr@es 

have grown and multiplied. They have beco~e an enduring feature of the ~odern 

vrorld. This very year new measures have been proposed and new projects subjected 

to examination. However impressive these efforts may be, there have been many 

warnings of their insufficiency; moreover their consequences are far from being 

distributed throughout the world in accordance with ideal principles, as the 

needs or capacities for development require. But however much we may be concerned 

with assistance programmes, it is at least equally important to ensure that no 

effort shall be spared to correct the anomalies "lvhich hamper world trade. Trade 

policies and policies of assistance are in reality tuin instruments to achieve 

the same purpose. The. frontier between these two forms of international action 

is sometimes uncertain. Arrangements which are apparently commercial hide 

elements of assistance. It may be that such practices ~re not always the rwst 

rational. But formulas are not the first consideration. vJhat is important is 

to ensure that policies of assistance and trade policies shall both be conceived 

and formulated in the same "intellectual climate" so that both may contribute 

effectively to the creation of an international ecopomic order which meets 

the needs of the under-developed areas of the world. 

The examination of international economic problems, which has none the less 

reached a r~markable degree of organization today, is still in certain respects 

fragmentary. Too often, on account of the distribution of responsibilities 

between different agencie.s, it has a tendency to dissociate elements which are 

in fact closely connected. It also often includes only a limited number of those 

active in international life, leaving valuable partners outside its fields of 

vision and action. It is the vocation of this Assembly to deal with problems as 

a whole and to cover the whole world. It can thus make an original and 

irreplaceable contribution and perhaps, when organizing its work, it might from 

time to ti~e remember the importance of a more systematic and comprehensive 

examination of the problems of our times. 
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I tried just now to swn up the various elements in the present situation. If 

we had to deal only with contemporary problems;' 11e might experience a feeling 

of relief. As a cure for this, all we have to do is to refer to a small volwne 

recently published by the United Nations, 11The Future Growth of World Population". 

The projections into the future :presented in that publication show a considerable 

advance over the calculations prepared a few years back and are an impressive 

illustration of what we have gro-vm accustomed to call, not without reason, 11the 

:population ex:plosion11
• Information of this kind enables us to see the debates 

of this Committee in their true :perspective and give full meaning to the efforts 

made to achieve international solic1arity through this Organization. 




